
 

 

The ashes may have cooled but this band is cookin’ - classic blues, 

rock and original material combined in a combustible mix brought to 

you by Aberdeen based No Hot Ashes 

With members hailing from the cold North East Coast and the sunny 

shores of California the band offers an authentic mix of guitar led 

rock and blues. 

Featuring the twin lead guitars of Aberdeen’s own Charlie McIntosh 

and ‘Guitar Chas’ Brusatori from California by way of Houston TX No 

Hot Ashes offer a dynamic and varied approach with songs from the 

blues and rock masters and Charlie McIntosh’s distinctive self-

penned compositions. 

Fronted by Kevin Thom’s soulful vocals and with the rock solid 

rhythm section of Stuart McIntosh and Keith MacRae holding 

everything down this is really a band to turn the heads – and get the 

feet tapping! 

So here’s the line – up in more detail: 

Charlie ‘Chuck’ McIntosh 

Charlie has been a fixture of the Aberdeen guitar scene for many 

years having been a leading light in bands such as the Lima Hi Kats 

and Slipstream. Charlie has returned to his true love of the blues in 

NHA and it offers the perfect vehicle for his distinctive blues and rock 

drenched style as well as his talent for memorable compositions. 

 

 



Chas Brusatori 

Arriving in Aberdeen from Houston Texas only last autumn, Chas 

brings his own dynamic guitar playing honed in the clubs of the 

heartland of southern blues and rock. A lyrical as well as hard rocking 

player, Chas brings light and shade to the NHA front line and offers a 

great counterpoint to Charlie’s attacking style. 

 

Kevin Thom 

NHA’s popular front man wins new fans wherever the band play. 

Equally at home with modern rock favourites, Kevin brings a depth of 

emotion and feeling to his interpretation of classic rock and blues 

material. A truly distinctive voice, Kevin lights the fuse which fires 

NHA into action. 

Stuart “Blue” McIntosh 

The youngest member of the band, Stuart cut his teeth as a teenager 

in a punk combo and his style retains the best elements of punk’s 

high energy trademark, propelling the band with perfect timekeeping 

and tireless drive. Stuart is much more than that, though – he can 

rock, he can swing, and he can bring the music up or down without 

missing a beat. 

Keith MacRae 

Still recovering from hearing Cream and Jack Bruce play Sunshine of 

Your Love in 1968, Keith brings a lifetime of devotion to and 

knowledge of rock and blues to the band. A love of jazz and modern 

music adds to his experience and his playing which fits perfectly with 

his rhythm section partner on the drums. 

For further information email us at enquiries@nohotashes.com 


